Travel Information

• Access to ICC from Jeju International Airport

① Airport limousines guide
- Place: Limousine bus stop at the left side of the front gate (Samyoung Traffic No. 600)
- First departure: 06:20 at the airport; last departure: after the arrival of the last airplane
- Limousine buses are also available every 15 minutes at the airport.
- Service route: Airport → T.H.E Hotel and Vegas Casino Jeju → Entrance to the Yeomiji Botanical Garden → Hyatt Hotel → Shilla Hotel → Lotte Hotel → Hankook Condominium → Jeju International Convention Center → New Gyeongnam Hotel → Seogwipo KAL Hotel

② Taxi guide
- Select the distance (long-distance or short-distance) at the taxi stop.
- When you go to the ICC, it is all right to take a taxi at the long-distance stop.
- Since the taxi fare is fixed, please confirm the distance before taking a taxi.
- Fare (Korean won): About 30,000 won; Distance: 40km; Duration: 40-45 minutes

③ Rental car guide
- Advanced reservation is recommended if you plan to rent a car.
- Upon arrival, you can sign up for rental cars at the rent-a-car desk nearby airport exit.
- You will reach ICC Jeju in approximately 40-50 minutes by car through Pyeonghwa-Ro Road.
Hotel Information

❖ Lotte Hotel

- Original room charge
  - Deluxe double/twin: 279,000 won
  - Deluxe garden double: 306,000 won
  - Deluxe family twin: 306,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-731-1000

❖ Shilla Hotel

- Original room charge
  - Standard double/twin: 341,000 won
  - Deluxe double: 374,000 won
  - Premier double: 396,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-735-5114
- Homepage: http://www.shilla.net/en/jeju/index.jsp

❖ The Suites Hotel

- Original room charge
  - Deluxe double/twin: 197,000 won
  - Deluxe family: 219,000 won
  - Premier suite: 390,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-738-3800
- Homepage: http://www.suites.co.kr/index_eng.html
Hotel Information

❖ SEAES Hotel & Resort

- Original room charge
  - Deluxe double/twin: 319,000 won
  - Ondol suite: 370,000 won
  - Suite room: 375,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-735-3000
- Homepage: http://www.seaes.co.kr/eng/

❖ Bloom Hotel

- Original room charge
  - Deluxe double/twin: 94,000 won
  - Family complex: 112,000 won
  - Family corner: 136,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-738-7001~2
- Homepage: http://www.suites.co.kr/Bloom/Eng

❖ Booyoung Hotel & Resort

- Original room charge
  - Standard double/twin: 117,000 won
  - Deluxe double/twin: 144,000 won
- 10% VAT & service charge excluded
- Tel: +82-64-731-5500
- Homepage:
Cultural Tour

• About Jeju Island

- Jeju island is located in the southwest of Korea. It is the largest and most populous island in Korea with an area of 1,833.2㎢. It has a population of about 700,000 and is the 218th largest island in the world.

- Jeju Island is an island created by volcanic activity over 110 times during the Cenozoic Era. Hallasan Mountain is at the center and there are about 370 parasitic volcanoes (volcanic cones) with a height of 200m to 300m scattered throughout the island.

- The name Hallasan (漢拏山) means “high enough to pull in the Milky Way.” Hallasan Mountain, which is 1,950m above sea level, has high geological value as it has traces of lava of different nature at different times, including the volcanic eruption that created the land of Jeju Island and subsequent volcanic activities.

- In addition, the mountain range centered on Baeknokdam was designated as a natural monument in recognition of its great value as a home for rare animals and plants, as well as for its beautiful scenery.
Cultural Tour

Jeju Folk Village

Jeju Folk Village, the Most Jeju-like Place in Jeju! Jeju Folk Village has comprehensively organized Jeju’s traditional folklore materials by setting 1890, the end of the Joseon Dynasty, as its base year and has put them on display for all to see. It is a place where Jeju’s folk culture is properly preserved, where people can see trees and flowers in a single glance, and where Jeju’s culture can be compared and contrasted to the cultures of the rest of the world.

Seopjikoji

Seopjikoji, which is located on the east coast of Jeju. Here you can see the traditional beauties of Jeju, such as a vast land filled with canola flowers growing on the hill, Jeju ponies grazing peacefully, beautiful rocky cliffs, and the legendary Seonbawi Rock standing in the middle of the ocean. What makes Seopjikoji different from other coasts in Jejudo Island is that it is made of red volcanic ash called “scoria”, and possesses strange rock formations that only show themselves when the tide is low are unique. It's the filming site for movies and TV dramas like "The Legend of Gingko," "The Uprising," "Cheonilya," and "All In."
Cultural Tour

Seongsan Sunrise peak

Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak, which is 180m above sea level, erupted underwater in the ocean about 5,000 years ago. Though people used to farm in the crater, it is now a natural habitat for 200 types of vegetation as well as a natural habitat for a variety of wild animals. Seongsan Ilchulbong attracts millions of visitors a year, many of whom climb to the top for the breathtaking panoramic view. It was designated a Natural Monument on July 19, 2000 and subsequently recognized for its outstanding geological value by UNESCO on July 2, 2007, when it was added to the World Natural Heritage List. The peak was also named a Global Geopark Network site in October, 2010.

Cheonjiyeon Falls

At Cheonjiyeon Falls, white water falls from the rock cliff and make a thundering sound. It gets its name because it means “sky connected with land.” It is 22m high and 12m wide, and the view and the sound that the waters create when they fall is magnificent. Not only Elaeocarpus, which is designated as Natural Monument 163, but also a variety of temperate plants and camellias grow in the valley near Cheonjiyeon Falls. It is also famous for the Natural Habitat for Giant Mottled Eels (Natural Monument 27), which are nocturnal.

Jeongbang Falls

Jeongbang Falls is the only fall in Korea where water falls directly into the sea. The fall is 23m high and the two streams of waterfall that fall down the black cliff create a thrilling sound and a wonderful view. Moreover, the steep cliffs and old pine trees around the fall create a picturesque view, and this view was chosen as one of Ten Scenic Sights of Yeongju with the name of “Jeongbanghapok.”